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Fri_on to introduction of theMatchiag FaiRiliar Figures Test .(MFF)'by Kagan,
KiSdan, Day, Albert; and Phillips (1964), classificatao'll of'subjectsalt reflect-
live or impulsive styled was accomplished by a variety,of subjective me ;uses
lartshorne../May gMeller,* 1929; SuttOnSmith & Rosenberg, 1959). Introducti n
f the MFf provided a'method for ciTiiA-lv and objectively determining sub- *

,

ject's cpgnitive'styfe.'

The MFF lis beset-by- eliability, and.tibility probelems. A'

'iurvevof.the litarattire*roveals thb nature of the problems, and a -more,
sive examintion- reveals their source.

Artho
mghtlier1Wf

has
beeninusefo.

r

y_ii

mate,

ly little =

ii_aSurement analyh*,has been_notea in the liGrature. This, situation endures
despite the:appearanceLof a.considerilble,MFF .research effott: For eXampleiF4.
ERIC search Condu&ten"September 19'/7 revealed .a total of 1012 studies, listed.
wider the conceptual tervo descripti,en. Of the-T02 studies approximately two
major §ttisd(es were listed as dealing wtth_instrumelit relibility as a major. -

cr0.emphasis, an.-ght major studies with validity in the same light.
...,,

0

Ari&le-nsive review of MFF research literature covering. the Educational
Res arch I Psychological AbStracts, and Dissertation Abstracts revealed
a , ethora -MFF research. HdleVe'n not to,e stUdyjo date has been noted

that deals with the basic-integrity- of the l'IF,aS determined by a classical
measurement,ipproach-to the instrument's behavior, . . .

'.' . .
. .

.
.

The- reliability end validity problems, of the MFF'.are related, in part,
t&the Si.oring and classification system (error rate-resPonse,latency/dOuble

4 median spit) used in'operatilenaliiing the reflective-impulsive classification
construct. In .turn, the scoring and classificati'onsyst6 has imp ed standIrd-
iv.dtion of the instrument,

.

-
-- . ., -.,

. "Salkind (197))4has recently moved to develop norms and a scoring model
,_. (SalAind & Wright, x'1977) for the-IFF instrument. His completiorrof a study
deigned to produce nqimative infOrmation.forth0 MFF constitutes-- a'significant
step-in MFF, research. The step, however, consti.tutes little more than an

terms o -f reliability, validity., and utility. This Situation obtains bemuse
acadeMic exerci e'when the integrity ofthe KFF instrument is coMcidered

reliability, utilitbemuse
crucial 'significant steps in KFF-fnstrument, development and refinement` in the
classical measurement senst-hive-beea omitted. .,-

- 0 .

A pervasive theme begins to emerge when one considers the MFF'in the
perspective of its research and development. 'hat theMeis characterized by
a field oefunqional'fixedness that is typif d by movement in a consistent
direction set by Mff instr ' paramet rs an concepts established by Kagan,.
et al., in MFF instrument velopment d scoring. This theme' leads to the
current-problem in MFF _.-

The RandoM=House DictionaiT of the English Language defines integrity as the
If' state of being whole, entire, uadiminished, sound, umimpairen, or perfect in

condition.



. Sratement of the problem
0

The problem engendered by the MFF situation is a highly c plex one., It
is, specifically, one of instrumeht integrity. Instrument in egrity is delimited,
by validity, reliability, and utility of the MFF instrument a a.measure of the.
reflective- impulsive construct. No action has been taken to date. in ordel- 'to
rectify the MFF problem situation. Analysis indicates te solution to the
problem lies in s maximally effective MFF4fastrument,.scoring, and classificatton
system. Little issue,wourd%appear related to the construct itself. For sup-
porting evidence review Hartshorne, May, Mailer (1929); Cattell (1937), Murray
.0930; Polansky, Iippittjand Redl (1950); Sutton-Smith, Rosenberg (1959); and
Kagan (1964, 1965).-

Objectives

0bjectyes fox this research endeavrre set the 'nature of the problem.
$pecifically, they were intended to provide a d r ion to problem :'solution
resulting in the highest validity, reliability, and utility of construct as.ses3--
tent possible. '.Attainment of the foregoing may best be attained thiough the
following:

1.0 Introduction of a prototypic scoring mod
-Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFF) norms..
,Additionally, the model Shotild: 7, 7-

1.1 Increase MFF efficiency..
1.2 Provide improvgd'MFF test reliability.
1.3' Provide improved MFF test validity
1.4 P-rovide'fudividual test administration and interpretation

capability,

Y.
- 1.5 Solve some of.theVroblems And allay many of the criticisms

stemming from tike Of the current scoring model.,

1 that wi 1 enable development of
, .

Presentation of item analyse' results performed on the MFF test items.
'Item anaLyges esults should:,

2.1 Reveal the good test items.
2%2 Reveal the defective test items.
2,3.. Provide a .graphic display ofJtem pe ance.
2.4 :Expl,iiri the origin of the current imbrogLo about MFF tes0-

reliability and validity.
2.5 Indicate the steps that must be taken' in order to e ance MFF

instrument and research integrity.



the Literature

As mentioned 'previbusly in this pape , a limited amount ofsresearch deals
the reliability and validity of the MFF Test. IcT (hat,cesearch Hall and

Russell ,(1974) researched the d11.Tsgent and-convergent.vblidity of conceptual
tempo. The researchers found that no divergent validity existed foY'conceptual
tempo on the MFF, Word Recognition Test, Haven Coloured Progressive Matrices,
'and Peabody Picture - Vocabulary Test. This would tend to indi6ate that the trait
is geweralizable- across tasks, as Iconsistent response time tendency emerged on
the researched 'tasks. Reliability for errors (number correct) bn the. MFF was
reported lowest of'the four' instruments used in the study, with mean improve-
ment being less than one item(the MFF was lowest here also). The authors ,

reported that the' law AiabRity.questioned the double-median split classi-
tication prociedure.

Block, Block, and Harrington (19"4) reported on the MFF Test as a measure
of reflection-impulsivity: The - authors repOrted that Kagan defines the concept
in narrow terms; but applies it in a broad generaPsense, iNdditionally, the
indicated the "the evidence f6r the cpnstruct validity'of the MFF was spars,:
often,inconsistent and sometimes irrelevant". (p. 612). The authors indicate
that their intent as to:

4

describe the discrepancy between Ka 's codceptuallzation .

and his operationalization of refle _on-impulsivity; ... assess=
The construct validity of'the MFF ,and ... present a represen-
tative portion of ... data ... tha bears on the HP?
situation (0-;-.612).

Ault, Mitchell, and Hartmann (1976) repotte'd that. Kagan's original.reli-
abpitIassessment-was listed'at .62 for latency, while'error score reliailities
were cited in, the .23-- .43 range... Although the authors stated. that the low -

reliabilities could be due to a cognitive tempo stability lack, it would appear
that the item performance of the MFF would -"account for a considerable 'degree-
of instability. Readers intbrested 'in reliability'(test-retest/internal con-
sistency)

r

re referred to the article for=an intensive discussion. The research-
ers clo with the statement, that (tFF's) "validity has been demonstrated over
a wide,vatiety of tasks which measure .cognitive development" (p.230). The
researchers recommend larger sample,sizesyappropriate research designs, and
statistical treatments as methods capable of making work witktht present form
of the test possible.

Egeland and Weinberg (1976) 'investigated the psychometric credibility of
the KEE. They reported reclassification differences- favoring= reflective Subjects
with.an 80/90 percent reclassification rate and a 50/56 percent rate with im-
pulsives for one,second-grade study. Other reclassification information was
provided, and readers are referred to the articie*for a more comprehensive.
treatment, Additionally, the researchers cited BIock,set al's.-charateerization
of impulsives as fearful, inhibited,, as consistent with their-Own-interpre-
tation. The authors stated that "the findings raise issue with the typical
practice of labeling subjects solelyjnn the basis of lin TeSt date_ (p..489).

The authors recommended use of a linear time-error composite rather than
the typical nonlihear approach inorder to avoid inherent double mediWsplit
gkisclassification prOblems.-,in closing the researchers wrote:



While one might question the premature acceptanee of the MFR as
a psychometric proceddre for operationalization'Of the reflection-

- impulsivity construct, one might also urge caution and restraint
in prematurely rejecting the test as an operational measure of
reflection-impulsivity because its psychometric underpinnings
`have been uninvestigated (p. 490).

Salkind (1977) introduced normative tables at the 1978 AERA Convention.
The normative,information included descriptive data, means, and standard
d ations for errors and response latencies by age; correlations of errors
and latency by age and sex; and percentile rank information. The normiftg
populaLSon encompassed thie 5-12 year-old age range. Salkind's undertaking
constitutes a crucial'step in the tIFF development as a,measure of reflection-

- impulsivity, however the step preceded an array of more fundamental steps
necessary to increase instrument, integrity_ prior to normali2ation. Salkind's,
undertaking was a nificantiptep beyond the functional fixedness pattern of
much of the .exi A" research, and should ultimately engender a significant
contribution to instrument integrity.



The Double t1edian Slit

Scaring The III

V

6

MET test rekils have been consistently scored by the double median split
procedure devised by Kagan. This procedure typically involves adminstering
the tIFF test to a -group, or groups, of subjects, then ranking all response
latencies from,lowest to Ilighest, and all error rates from lowest to highes.t.
The median (P50) for the response lAencies is then calculated. Likewise, the
median error fate is obtained. then, each subject's test results are examined.

, to determine-classification as reflective or impulsive. Typically, 35 percent
of a group is reported classified as reflective, 35 percent impulsive, while
'the remaining 30 percent is unclassified (i.e., fast accurate and slow in-,
accurate_;" Hall and Russell, 1974, p. 933). -Fast-accurates and slow inaccurates
-tire those subjects who fall above the

- median on'response latency and error
rate, or below the median on both 'measures respectively.

A variety of characteristics may be attributed to a double median split
scoring procedure. Some of the characteristics appear positive, while others
appear in a more negative light. Only theldert salient negative, characteristics
will be discussed here. Typically, they involve the following:

Measures are group dependent, i.e., relative to specific groups.
Technically, a grou0 of reflective subjects could`, by virtue of

aindividuelprocessing differences, be artifically classified as
reflective or impulsive. A case in point would be one in-which
several classes are independently classified as reflective or
,impulsive. All reflective subjects-from the several classes could
then be combined and the double median split procedure appliecL The
reflectivgs could then beclassified as reflective or impulsive.
Additionally, unclassifieds could ostensibly achieve new classifi-
catory status-via the double median split procedure. This classif-
cation variance would apear_to have serious implications for the
double median sPlit,shoring procedure. 0n the other hand, a standard
Scoring procedure Alaidg:T's,,Rangei, SD's, and an-index score com-
bining response, attncy end error rate via a ratio, would appear to
preclude many p attributable to the present_ scoring system.

The doUble median split procedure assumes that a specific within
Atgroup distribution exists. This implicitly negates the possibiity-

of the construct being normally,distributed within the population,
atypically distributed within specific groups.

Sex, age; SES, and other performance differences have been reported
in the research literature. The double median split scoring pro-
cedure would hot-appear to demonstrate the potential capacity to
systematically treat these differences, as, they would tend to be
offset by the groupi themselves. Development of specific normative
data For these groups, on tht other hand, would appeae to place them
in a more appropriate classificatory perspective. For instance,
performance differences by sex... race, or SES might appear more-
salient, and Valid, from a classificatory perspective when. these
factors ore,controlled. Additionally, differences between or'among
Kroups, e.g., by sex, might be more validly attributed.to specific
gronp.charaCteristics or,performence..
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Measures may vary considerably,. The double median split scoring
procsedure may result in a considerable variation in classification
as a result 411 seemingly inconsequential score differences.

i For
example, the classification percentages for the research data used
as the basis for this paper demonstrate the.following differences
for the 6-8 grade levels (see Appendices A, B, andc for specific
datae

Table 1

Double Median Split ellpilication
Variance for a Limitedan
at Three Grade Levels-

Classification

.Grade Refrective

normal, upper 6 15
liMit of the 7- 21 9

MFF Test 1 8 33 9

46a
7

42.8%
.2%-

Impulsive Unclassified

,1

10 47.2% 2 9.5%
13 39.9% 11 33.3%'

a
see-Appendices A, B, and C

n differences may-constitute a defect. in this calculation (e.g..,
the extremely small n for Grade. 6);,devertheless, the objective
here is to demonstrate a potential defect :This,defectlwould
possibly be amplified dui to n variance.

the reflective varianceAeMonstrated across the 6-8 grade levels ranges
from 27.2-46.6-percent. Th9 impulsive variance 39.9 -47.2 percent, ,while-unclassi-.
fieds 'range from 6.,68-33.33 percent. The implications of this variance (19.4,
7.3, and 26.6 percent respectively), attributable to the double median split
scoringprgcedure, ought to be fairly obvious. It would appear that this aspect
of scoring constitutes a significant portion of the-MFF reliability/Validity
imbroglio.

br particulars.

5. Time expenditures for scoricng are considerable in the.case.of the
doUble median split. Time economy will be discussed later (`fee p. 9

Due to individual,differences, score variability; and specific
characteristics of the double Median split- grouprrelativ system --
individual adminiStratiorilpf the MFF is not possible. It appears
that scores must always-be related to the specific grOupi/s.

An analysis of the state of,the art concerning the MFF- would appear to
-strongly indicate that an attempt to standardize the present-instument
is subject to the limitations- discu 'ssed -in this paper and elsewhere.

_However,' this is not-an attempt todistreditsuch an undertaking, as
the implicatronS of moving this directiOnare in themselves momen-
tous. Additionally, T)orndike and Hagen (19W41. 94) have stateCtht
"a test with relatively low reliability will permit us to 'make useful
studies'of and draw accurate conclusions about groups", which appears to
be theYCase concerning the MFF.



The 1D.ScOre

Response latency'aud error rate are essential components of the reflective-
_impulsive construct. Historically, response. latency. and error rate have been
treated via the double median split scoring procedure mentioned previously,
The.group dependence, potential variability, and inadequacy for-standardization
of the double median split procedure indicate that anOther scoring procedUre
would better serve researcher's, psychologists, scdoolcounselois, and other
potential users of reflectiveimpulSive categbry information. An-ideal Scoring
procedure would have-the potential for individual administration, standardi-
zation, increased-reliability and validity, time economy, and concornLtant trait.
Aentification and analysis,. This` scoring. procedure would appear to combine

ponse latency and error rate into an index that could then be related to a
,erassical measurement framework, including such aspects as X's Pri's, SD's,
SEH's and item analyses (power, discrimination, neliabilitieS, afid
In this martneria more effective tiff' instrument could be developed--resulting
in far.greatef reliability, validity, and instrument :utility-(ser Appendix G
for recommended selectedporming controls). Such a procedure and results are
made possible through the JD Score (impulsive-deliberative; named after
H. A. Murray, an,early researcher in the area).

The ID Score is the ratio,of X response latency ro X error rate. Iris
obtained by the algebraic formula:

lable

ID Score Formula

ID Score .=

RL

ER
n

TRLa
TER

Sum Response
Latencies
lumber of sti

Total'
Response
Latency

Sum Error Rites r Total
number of'sUbjects Error

Rate '

ed comtnitation due to convenience /rapidity

.

The formula produces a score that would appear to be a somewhat better
measure a individual mpulsivity-reflectrvity. This :is due to the group
interactive,pature of the double, median split procedure. Directions for :

hcalculation of an ID Score, and a facsimile ID Score sheetr-ections, are
located.in Appendices D, , and F-respectively.. Examination f these
appendices' should give the reader a somewhat better idea of the -..otential for
scoring ease and standardization-that is characteristic-of the ID Score. A
calculation using'actnal data is entered, on the score sheet for review (see
AppendixI). .

,

The'ID Score ing the aspect of a'zero (0) base', linear -,..rend, and
open upper end,Wouldappear to have con4idetable potential for norMalization

;arty research results indica e hat jmpulsive ID Scores generally range
below ten.



and resolution of many of the problems presently attributable to the' double
median split scoring system. A considerable- amount of research will have to
'be conducted with this procedure in ordei to build the research groundwork
necessary to soundly establish the appropriate standardization process and
illuminate the potential pitfalls.

Increased MFF Efficiency

Test efficiency may be increased in a variety of .ways. A itionally,
efficiency ought to be approached from different perspectives', such as examiner,
examinee, instructions, procedures, scoring; tnd results interpretation and
use.: Some, or all,-of:the preceding aspects would seem to have an effect
upon test efficiency, and in combihation that effect might tend to be dramatic:

Efficiency is viewed here from a scoring perspective. Consequently, data
recording, computation, and time economy are primary considerations on the one
hand. On the other-hand -- item function would appear to be involved in test
efficiency -- however -- it appears moreproperly relegated to the reliability_
and validity realms. Subsequently, efficiency is synonomous here with utility.

The'smallest group (grade 6, n = 15) was, selected in order to get an idea
of TIFF scoring efficiency. 'Following are the.etfi4eacy particulars from a
scoring perspective for one versed male -_er:

Scoring E

Table 3 fi

ciency Information for the- Double Median.Splitan&
ID Score Ssystems'Respectively

System n

Double 15

Median
Split

ID
Score

Tabulation
Time

-50 Time '.Classi,fication Total
Time , Time

1

Efficiency
Index

Pretabulated
(includes post-
ing R1/ER's and
determing.indi-
vidual
Total

15 Pretabulated
(see above)

2' 44" 17" 6' 61"
(361")

59"a 2" 59"
(179")

2.01 times
asblong as
.the:ID
Score
method
(i.e.,
twice the
time)

-495 or 50%
-of double
median split
scoring time
(i.e., 1/2.

the time

a
substituted a

.3`

le similar in format due __

Virtually no'conformity nc

the.double median split.

the lack bf developed.tables.

ed _16.11 the scoring area other than use

ij
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On th4 basis of this limited trial conducted. by the ,researcher; itsappears
that the 11) Score system is considerably more economical in terms of time expended
in the scoring process. Additionally, it is hypothesized that, as the n increases,

time advantage in.favor of the ID- Score will become even more pronounced --
due-to the physical limitations of-the double median split procedure. It may
take fully twice as much, or more, time to classify sbjects using the double
median split routine. An extensive research investigation of time expenditures
in both systems i:vould appear-to contain more-definitive answers to any questions
raised here.

Test Reliability and Validity

A test can have extremely high reliability and little or no validity.
flowevcr, a test cannot he qualitatively valid with low reliability. Re-
liability is considered a necessary quality to validity.

Problems concerning the reliability and validity of the MFF text have been
discussed earlier in this paper eHall & Russel, 1974; Block, et al., 1974;
Kagan, 1965; Egeland & Weinberg': 1976), as well as elsewhere, e.g.,- (Kagan &
Messer, 1975).

Although reliability is necessary Lb validity, relatively low,realiability,
such as in the case of the MFF, doeS not disqualify a-psychological construct.
Relatively low reliabilites, however, dictate the nature, of related research
and justifiable interprLtation.of results (this concept was briefly covered in
the section "The Double Median Split," p. 6). For instance, Thorndike and
Hagen wrote that (partially quoted earlief)

a test with relatively low reliability will petmft us to make- useful
studies of and drawiaccurate conclusions about groups, but relatively
high` reliability is required if we are to have precise information
about individuals (p. 94).

The current MFF scoring system would appear to have little value for-individual
difference research. 'However,7inereased reliability'7- and'Ednsequently,
validity -- should improve the quality of research findings and generaiizability
regarding groups, as well as enable justifiable research and educational
decision- making -in the area of individual differences.

ConsiderStion df Kegan's (1965) original reliability assessment data in
the perspdctive of individual and group reliabilities indicated,that the .62
response latency finding reported and the .23 .43 error score range. would
have the following implications for pp- of reversals'with repeated testing
(i.e. retesting):

D U

Table 4
_Approximate versal

a
=Percentage Chance Figures

b
for MPF

Retesti_g Using Selected Reliability Scoresc.

7
Category Single Individuals-

,

Rest3i7se._2Ror =
Latency 1/3 or 32.5%
Error @.23R =
f(tre 1/2.19 or 45.15%d

@.43R-=
,2/5\ or 40.3%

Lroulis (X of 25) Group (X of 100)

1 1,2Tress thanW2500
or less than -04%

1/4.05 or 24.65%
d1/3.28 or 30:45%

1/9.17 or 10.9% 1/142.85 or .7%
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`reversal, chance- for being classified reflective,_ inkuisive, -or
bunclassified one time and changing classification upon retesting.
Thorndike and Hagefi source (1977, p. 93).

d-
L-Kagan reliabiltdes source (see p 4). -

approximations., ased on interpolation of the ThorndIke Hagan table.
This procedure May be invalid. The intent is to communicate g leral
implicaticins, not,exacc data. ,

-

IL is believed that -7- due to the synergistic nature of reliability and
validity--- and the synergistic natur of the response latency and error rate
in the Measurement of reflectivity-impulsivity in the double median split --
the cooperative action of the low reliabilities for response latency and error
rate is such that the total deficiency in terms of reliability and validity
is maximally lss thea.the low -reliability of the response latency taken
Separately, and minimally more than the error rate reliabilities taken sepa,
rately, i.e.,'w.;ald fall semlewhere in-the middle area (circa .475, the midpoint,
maybe too high an estimate due to the peculiar relationship of.these reliabil--
-ales). Consequently, an idea of the nature of the reliability- validity con-
troversy in the MF} aria can be gained, and the necessity of approaching the'
problem in'a classical measurement fashion, and the - tatter's implications for
improving test reliability and validity, appieeiated.

Item Anal--es Results

As stated earlier, no item analysis results dealing explicitly with the
MFF instrument have been noted in the research literature. The MFF test was
individually administered by the researcher in this particular instance to
a select. remedial -readins population drawn (n = 227, or 10 %) according to the
foliNing criteria out of a totalA of approximately 2200: Remediation
classification was based upon a, qualifying score, on the Metropolitan Reading
Readiness Test in Grade 1 of low C, D, Or E and teachei/supervisor judgement;
and a cummurative deficit of three months per grade level Te.g., 1.7 grade
2, 2.4/3, 3,A/4: 3.8/5, 4.5/6, 5:2/7; and 5.9/8) in the comprehension section
of the Gates-macGinitie Reading Test over the 2-8 grade levels and teacher/
supervisor judgement. Basic MFF test results follow in Table 5, shown below.

Table 5

Resfiqnse Latency and Error
Rite Ranges for anExperiment with

an n of 227

Grade n

Response
Latency R

Error.
Rate R

37 1:9 70.5
2 34 2.48 60.64
3 37 3.17' -- (41.75a
4, 28 2.22 1 49.38

23 3.16 62.33
15 5.0 = 40.77
21 3.85 73.
33 .3.88 55.38

4 - 29
4 - 28.
(4)- 24
3-23
3 - 19

- 14

- 17

3 -* 13

a.
Extreme score-cut L369.5 with 1 erro

normal per limitOr the MFF
Test (elementary edition) used
in this study



Note, Scheduling. and other factors influenced the middle school sample-
usedJor this study (Grades 6-8). Actuallr,- the information is. Some-

. what differ.egt than it appears. due to the fact that apprekimately-one-
Aalf (two of foU'r participating- elementary schools) of approximately
-_340 remedial reading elementary subjects-,representing all of the
elementary remedial reading subjects were tested, vhile all of the
bas grade studedts were tested. The 6-A grade stlident-sample:j'hew-0
ever, did net. 'constitute the-entire,Middle.schoel remedial reading

-..,,

population.

trends beceMeappArent uponexaMlnatien of the data jn,Table 5..
Those trends' consist mainly of a gener increasencrease in minimum response latency
;over thegraile levels 1 -8 (1.9- 3.88), an initial decrease'in maximum response
:latency oyerigrade levels 1-3 (70.5-41.75), thed an apparentincrease at the
intermediate\level (49.38-62!33). Upper elementary or middle school ranges
are'somewhat err4ic. Once again, iti.s believed.that the low n (15/20 at
-Gtades 6/7) may contribute to this display. -

An examination -of the error rate-range indicates that,-generally speaking,
..the minimum-number of errors decreases over 1-8 grade level range (4.-3
,while -the maximum number of errors decreases' also .(29-13):.. The trends-
-.demonstrated in this data would, appear to be in line, with -expectancy. An
increased n in ill.cases would appearto.be"a'necessaey factor'in:future
experiments along similar lines. Additionallytlear.trend for: decreas-
-idg response latencies with agt would appear.to be somewhat contradicted by
this .parricular set of tabular data. It would appear that cognitive maturation,
in part might contribOte to a decreasipg response latency with age, especially
in the case of reflective subjects. The increasing response latency age
relation'ship is readily apparent,e in the case of low response. latency
Subjects for this- particular data.

Good .and defectiVi s t-item- An item analysis performed on individual
items across the 1-8 grade levels -1-eNtals a-variety,of item:perf r- cep.' In
viewing item difficulty leVels, e46 ---al-peasurement'approa would
indicate that items functioning systematically 611.4jpe expected to de onstrate
.performancein th=.3a 7 .j0 range. jurthermore,--the'Mpe of this pe ormance
ohght to be positively linear if the iteMs.are.functioding effectively nd their
:performance is related to cognitive maturity.

Startling results emerged from the initial item analysis performed n
the -test' daXa. .These-results indicate. that appr6ximitely tightof the items

1: 4, 5f 6;.-V8, 9, and 1) 404efective_in this.particular instance,
while four -of ihe,Jtemrs 3, 1O, Mmay be termed good items.
DefectiVe. items' are as:thoSe,itemsthat:-

Are too easy: such as item #5 which demonstrates a range of
61 - 91 percent over grade levels 1-8.

Are,too hard -- such as item #12- whiCh demonstrates a range of
31 - 27 percent ove evels 1-8.

op

Demonstrate-an unsystematic or sporadic slope, such as item 4
which traverstS.:a:range from 33 percent Grade 1) to 62 perce
.(Grade/3) to 33 percent (Grade 8).
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On the other hand, godd items are defined as those items that dealogstrate
systematic slope across the grade levels, such the slopes demonstrated by.
items 2, 3, 10, and 11. v.

A tabular display Of item analysis results Cdifficulty level) that is
suppottiVe of the precedingitem classifications is included in Table 6.

.'Comments about the general nature-of the .items are included in the comments

Table 6

MFF IteW, fficulty hata

General n =0
Comment Grade =

Tob hard Item0 .305 .222 .351 .241 .363. .692 .285. .393
Good 2 .388 .500 .5$4 ''.620 .500' .538 .666 '.727
-Good' 3 1..277 .636 .405 ,448 .454 .461 .619 .575
Poor 4, -333 .333 .621 .344 .40 :538 .428 .333/
Too easy 5 .611 .638 .729 '.724 7 Ae9 .769 .857 .909
Too easy 6 .222 .611 .540 .620 .636 .769 .857 :848
Too had 7 .388 .416 .,.324 .340 .318 .846 ,333 .545v
Too hard -8 .(138 .277 .243 .172 .363- .384. .52 .545
Erratic 9 .250 .250 .459 .310 .590 ..-307' .523 .Q72
Good 10 .250 .305 .351 .517 .-545 .461 666 .666 *
good , 11 .305 ,500 .513 .310 .636---- .7(_ --,696
Too hard 12 .305 .166 .135 .241 .181 .307 HS, .272-

normal upper limit of the tiFF'
Test used in this study-

Item
.e ormance hic di la Perhaps the most; ramatic description

of specific item performance or .this data calbe obtained by graphically
displaying each item. For this purpose ag ideal, or'artificial, item curve
has been ncluded. Although developmental trends do not always follow the ideal,
or linear it is anticipated that-a rather systematic slope ought to be the. case
in terms pf.effective item functioning and developmental differences. This is
indeed the case as concerns the good items. However; the performance of.the
defective items-appears rather self-explanatory. Ideal, good, defective, com-
posite, a d comparative '-(good defective-- ideal) item curve tables sre.in-
cluded ac ording to the schedule:

1. Ifabre 7 ideal item cure for eight grade levels (p. 15).

2. Table 8 ideal item . ,curve for six grade levels (p. 16).

Table'9 defective item curves (p. 17

41 Table10 - composite defective item curve

-5. Table 11 good item curves (p. 19).:



6. -Table 12

Table 13
(p. 21).

cOmposite good item curve_

good - defectiVelem

Table 14 - percefit differences

Th- tablee 'follow (see pp-15-22).

20),

curves fur. compari con

defective - ideal items

a .



100

90

80

70
Percent of
Gut ect's 60.

Getting
Item 50
Correct

Table

,Eight Grade Level
Ideal item Curve

3

Range. = - 70 Percent
Rate of change 5.714% per grade -levels
Grade level/percent: 7 1130., 2/36, 3/41, 4/47,- 5/.53,` 6/59, 7/64 8/70

Grade . Lev i

computed independent- of developmental suxges
normal upper limit

ti



:Table 8-

Six Grade Level
Idial item Curve

Percept of
Subjects
Getting,
Item, '-
Correct

100

io

80

70

60

50

40

30

20.

10-

Grade,-Level:

-Range.; 30 - 70 percen
Rate of change 8 percerk
Grade level/percent = 1/30, 2/38,

!p



Percent 0
Subjects 60
Getting
Item 50

100

90

80

70

'Correct

4o

30

- 20

-10

Table,. 9

DefectiVeItem Curves

Grade, Level

Ran =33' 51 percent
Def tive items 1' 4, 5 6 7, 8-b r 9 , 9 9

Grade level rangqp/percent =1-6/;3-58 578447751)



Table JO

ompn-site Defective
Item Curve

Range =* 33 51 percent
Defective items = 1,. 4, 5, 6
Grade level ranges/percent =
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Table 11

Good Item Curves

19 fl,

100

90

80

70
Percent of
Subjecti-. 60-
-Getting
Item 50

,Correct

40

30.

.20

10

Grade Leiiel

.Range = 31 67 percent
Goad items = 10, 11
Grade levelera7ges/percent = 76/31-5 58/ 7:8768-67



Table 12

Composite Good
'Item Curve

8

fierce 0 of
70

$ nbjecte 60
Getting
Ttem: . 50
Correct

40

3

20

10

Grade Level

Range = 07 percent
Range/Good items 2,

Grade level/Percent.=



,Percent o
Subjects
Getting
Item
Correct

100

90

80

70

69

.50

40

80

20

10

Table 13

21-

Goad -DefectIv
Curyes/Curve Differericel

Grade Level



Table 1.4

Percent'Difference for
nod s Defective and deal

Good - Defective.I ms

22

Grade evel

-Good Items 31 49 '47 47 '53 .68 67
Defective Items 33 36 43 37 47 , 51 dl
Difference . - -2 13 4 10 6 0 -17 -16

Ideal Slope 7;

30 36 44 47 5. 5 '64 70
b.

.

Good, Difference 1 13fi 6 0 .0. -1 4 -3 = +20 64d
Defective Difference 3 .0 2. -10 -6 -1 -13 -19 = -44c

a p.
Total Difference Good - Defective = -2
Total Difference Good. --Ideal = +20 -

jTotal Difference Defective - Ideal = -44
al Difference' Ideal Good /Ideal -.Defective = 64



Oti-in of,,the Current OF

. .

It would appear. that the origin of the current. imbroglfo:itattribu-
-table to a variety of. causes. (one of the most basic - causes may ride in the
lack of historical knowledge aboutthe'construct itself. Indeed; many
researchers attribute the concept of reflective-impulsive respohe style to
Kagan, but it is the more objective operationalizatiOn.of the Concept Via--
the OF and its scoring:system that'is- attributable to Kdgan.(along with
A formidable.body'of7construct research and conceptual dEvelOpment). Any.
discUtsions of validity and reliability, or the construct, must neatsaray
considerearlyresearch and 'development- completed on the topic shortly -after
the turn of the century, and intermittently down to the. pretentAime.. This
lack of historicalAnowledge. fOments a potential flaw for:much :Of the con-
temporary thought, research, and Iticista-of the reflective-impulsive con,.
struct.

Another basic cause of the currentreflectiVe-impufsive imbroglio would
appear-to reside in the double median split scoring procedure discusied
earlier. Much intensive:research on the- implicationg of the double median
split.scoring procedure would appear to be in order.

The MFF Test items themselves would appear to be latent-sourcet of text
.reliability- and validity problems. The potential aUthenticitTof this:ttatement.
.increases when-the item graphic-displays presented earlier in this paperare
considered, and the potentihl implications for validity and reliability are
considered along the lines of reliOilityjmplicationS for reversals of score
classifications,,reported by ThorndWe and- Hagen -(see p.40). The impli-.
cations of the-item.analysisperformed here wouldaplearto'have profound
implicitions.for-the present form of th 'MFF-Text itself, as well as- research
con-ducted:using this 'instrument, and the future direction of:MFF. research.

t Necessar -haftce Text /Construct Versatilit Research and.Integkity

A variety of stepsyould appearnec -ary .consionew_en .ers the scope 4ndb' 'A
nature of the problems besetting the-MFF area, ,Initially, it appears .--,-based -
upon the research and development of Hartshorne-, May, and Mailer; 1929-1 Murray;
1938, Kagan,. et 1964, that_, the construcCitself is sound. Any claims
concernidg-or. questioning the construct must assume the burden of disciamatorysjo.

. proof: which appears no mean task in face of the tesearch,evidence. °On-
Sequently, many of,the steps that must be taken havebeensUggestedor stated
in. this paper, tacitly or:expid.Citly:,: They are 'a logical consequence of
probleps raised.or-46iues broached.. A reiteration will be advanced at this-
point so that-a frame or -general perspective maybe'adVanced. The components
of that frame Include-a'need for:

1. 'A thorough and:comprehensive analysis of the historical-development
of thereflective7impultiveconstruct. This analysis must not start.
In, the-late 1950's, or with Kagan, -but should trace the development.
of the construct as fat as

A thorough and scientific itewataiysis of the MFF Test items._

analysit should include item discriMination,and
test validity.

.

Development _of, a: ne or MFE,Test using classi
measuremettsprinciples



4. Development of a new scoring system. This system should provide the
OY(revised.or new test.) with'the potential. for increased retiability

. validity, 4nd utility (e.g.1 individual administr4tionj: Additionally,
this syStem should- be economical from a time standPoin . Such a
syStem appears in Appendices D,E,an&F ofthis paper; Appendix Ga'.
includes a matrix and coMments listing selected forming considerationg.

,-,

,
Development.pf norms for the revised, or new,' MFF Text. These
norms should likewise support individual -administration (#4 preceding),
and provide more substantive data-abqut specific 'group and i_indvidual'
characteristics. Specific reliability and validity figures should be 4°
included' The norms should b developed classically. in a Sl tormat,
with the SEM concept included. This may ultimately result-in,
68126 percent of a group.being clasEAfied as-unclassified'(and
subSequeutly possibly amore amenable .to experimental' treatment)
while _the remaining 31.74 percent would falf in progressively
more reflective or impulsive categories.: This approach= is almost
a direct reversal ,of the' oubre median split scoring procedure.
)Note the following compa isods:

. .

Table f4

,Student - Percent Distributions
for NO Scoring Systems

Double:Median,'
Split

ID Score FoiMat

Scoring System
Difference.

Reflyctive Percent Impu

35

15.86

] 9;.14 716.26

Additionally, Appendix G includes a Matrix and comments listing selecte6orming.
minimums.,

6. ,Comparisonicontrast of the double median split 7 ID Score proCedures/
systems and their implications for research and practice. This in
cludes the practice of neglecting response latencies past the initial.
error P

.4a
A review-of more salient early studies in the.perspective
sequently established normative tab es.

An-analysis of MFF scoring trends in
ing re_ edtivity or impulsivity is a
trends.

of sub7-.--

der to deterrnine.il inereas-
acteri.stic of "contemporary

Comparison coireration- of reflective-impulsive--groups with specific
traits/characteristics

increase
the-area. of 'cognitive style and achievement.

teThe new scoring sysm.would controls and the opportunity
ror. such studies.

9z
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Calculation of relabili ies and validities for the double medi n
split scorihg.prckei Oures as well as the ID Score procure.. A

:comparative analysis of the implications of both systems ought
add'substantive'knowledge to the reflective-impulsive construct
research area, le

25

11. Investigation of. the double Niedian split low error-score reliability
problem,(M 5.25/F r- .24; Messer, 1970) in'the'perspectitye of ID
Seca reliability. The ratio dimension of the ID Score maylaye
positive implications for-score stability_in the face of its
response latency rela loos ip.

12. -Thegro0 ng movement towards' normalization of a test that is fraught
with reliability and'valldity problems ought to be examined. Tor
example, Shlkind (1977) has.developed, norms based on existing
research'data.obtained,during investigations by.other reseaichers.
This researcher had considerpd.snch a move, but initial item
analysis _results obtain* during preliminary test data analyses
were con.siderecKsufficienttb preclitde such action- Subpopulationf

,score differencei, coupled with low reliabilities,, further 'compound'
'this problem.

13 Development.:bf an anaOtatedbibliographTior the reflective impul7
area: Such-a.bibliograph'y.should include validity, reliabil t'

-e ding sex, aid other differential factor study citations.

Limitations

A considerable iftimber of l- imitations exist for tbis paper. Slo the
more salient ones are.-

S

"I

1. The.MFF Test is used lute chingeatly with,the.reflective-implasive-
'41construct \ . _

.

The depth of analysis conducted here hasbeen somewhat superficial. _

Computation of item diserimination, reliability, and validity indices,,
along with'other statistics, would seem to ademuch valuable infor-
oration

.

on_whicLu'to base judgemeuti.
.

, .

The comprehensive focus.of tilts paper is a limitation closely related
to #2.-

4he low .n would appear to be -a severe .limitation:

gof aremedial reading, sample constitutes a severe limitation,
if two-third's of the MFF Test does not function.systema--

y for-a population oi this nature it would appear that
ge eralizabirity.to similiar groups would be highly suspect. 'This
as ect combines with rs 2 An 4 to'preclude such an undertaking
with this data:

T1* selection process for Grades 68--constitutes a deficiency and
ma, account' for some' of the erratic data-at levels.these_
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The zero point =open end of the ID Score comprises a problem that
needs investigated; -The-re&ulting distributions will be.positively
slowed.. The nature of the response latency - error rate'rerationship,
howevei., indicates that this is not a serious deficiency -- if a
Aeficiency at all.

Inclusion of,Grades-7 - 8 for a test that has a normal upper limit.
of 12 years of -age is 'enlightening from one perspective, but a
bona fide limitation from another.

Despitethe,limitations and inchoate nature of this research and its
findings -- it wo(Ild'appeat that research directed along the lines suggested
in this paper, and by -other researchers, would be in'the best interests of
the scientific method; This is especially true when the current state of
the-art is viewed in the perspective of a classical measurement approach
to sound test development

L
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-Appendix A.

Random ordinal
scores u related)

Response Error
Latency Rate

Grade 6
n = 15 Related

Response
Latency
-A

scores

Error
Rate Classification

\
.

46 1 \46 23 Impulsive
46.5 3 73 R 11 Impulsive
52 4 1104 5 Reflective
60 4 110 10 Unclassified:
73 4 194.5 1 Reflective
92. 5 112 - 3' Reflective
100 7 92° '9 Impulsive
104 8 Median 163 4 Reflective'
110 9 46.5 - 8 Impulsive
112 10 157 7 Reflective
116 10 100 - 14 Impulsive
126.5' 11, r 116 4 - Reflective
157 1 60 12 ' Iiiipulsive
163 14 126.5 4 Reflective
194.5 23 52 10 Impulsive

-50
P-- = 104/8 ac ual)

= 7 = 46.6%
Reflectives = 7 = 46.6%

Unclassifieds = 1 = 6.68TP
I

Total = 1 = 100%

Note: Impulsive = at or below P
0

RI. '--at or above on ER
Reflective = at or above at aor below on ER
Unclassified = above or -be ow $50 on

f,
RL and ER

.

The Unclassified subject (110/10) would be called a slow inaccurate.' The lint
separating such subjects would appear to be exceedingly find iddeed, insofar
as thi% particular case is concerned.



Appendix B

Grade 7
n = 21

Response Error ResPonse Error
Latency Rate Latency Rate Classification

62 '2 93 13 . Impulsive
65.5 2 109.5 - 6 Reflective
66

83
4

6.

65.5
98

, - 17 .

10
Impulsive
Impulsive

84 7 154 a 8 'Reflective
85.5 ,
89.5

7

8
83
66

10r
8

.,
Impulsive,

-Impulsive
93 8 103 -8 ' - Reflective
95 8 142- 8 Reflective
98 8 '89.5 -. 11. Impulsive
99
1O2

8 Median
8

P
50) 192

133.5
2

10
Reflective
Unclassified'

103 9 156.5 4 Reflective
109-5 10 '243 7., Reflective
133.5 10 147 2 Reflective
134 IO 99 10' . Impulsive
142 -10 95 8 Unclassified
147 11 134 7 Reflective
154 11 84 11 Impulsive
156.5 13 85.5 9 Impulsive
243 17 62 8 Impulsive

p50
99

50 c ual)

Impuisives = 10 ='47.2%
Reflectives = '9 = 42.8%

Unc lssifieds = 2 = 9.5%
.

Total = 21 = J00%

Note: The Unclassified subjects*(95 8, 113.5/10) demonstr=ate what appear to
be marg ].nal differences to.eara the label fast. accurate and slow
inaccurate - respectively.



Response

50.5
53
54,

57
62
66.5
66.5
67
72.5
76

77
81
82
83

.95
95.5
96
100

100
101.5
113
113
119.5
130

149.5
155
158
178.5
180.5
184.5
189

221.5

29

Error
Rate

Appendix C

Grade8
a = 33

Response Error
Lateac Rate , Classification

3 221.5 4 Reflective
3 95 7 Impulsive
4 96 - 3 Reflective
4 83 9 Impulgive
5 113 7 Reflective
5 184.5 5 Reflective
5 62 . . 10 Impulsive
5 113 10 Unclassified
5 ,76 3 6 Unclassifie
5 77 12 Impulsive
6 57 10 Impulsive
6 54 14 Impulsive
6 81 - .7 Impulsive
7 72.5 - 6 Unclassified
7 66.5' 7 Impulsive
7 101.5 - - 9 Unclassified
W Median 149.5 - 7 Reflective
7 189 5. 'Reflective
7 119.5 -

9. Unclassified
8 180.5 5 Reflective
9 82 6 Unclassified
9 66.5 5 Unclassified
9 100 = 9 Unclassified
9 67 - 13 Impulsive
9 158 3 Reflective
10 134.5 7 Re4ective
10 95.5 4 'Undlassified
10 130 - 5 Reflective
11 -50.5 13 Impulsive
12 ___=____

9 Impulsive
13 155 - rr---- z Unclagsified
13 178.5 8 Unclasified
14 100 5 irefloctive

P
50

= 96/7.083 (actual)

Impulsives =13 = 39139%
,Reflectives = 9 = 27.2%

Unclassifieds =11 =.31.33%

To41 a 33. = 100%

"Note. analysis of the Unclassified in Grade 8 reveals a patternof
/markinal fast accurates and slow inaccuratesf-while several subjects

/_ demonstrate more pronounced differences (e.g., 155/11 would appear
to be a bona fide slow inaccurate, while 101.5/9 would not
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Appendix D

ID Score Computation

Directions: Use these steps with Appendix F in order to obtain the ID. Score.

Step

I . ERL column 7.

2. EER column S.

3. Divide en (Column 1 ) by R (column 8) to obtain the ID Score (column 11).
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Appendix E

ID Score Sheet Directions

Directions: To use this sheet with,Appendix F complete all steps in order.
Step numbers equate to Appendix ..F notations.

Step

1. Enter subject's name of record.

Enter subject' s age.

Enter subject's sex.

4. Enter subject's grade.

5. Enter, subject's test date.

6. Enter subjective' examiner observation, i.e., classification reflective
or impulsive obtained during test ng.

7. Enter response latency in seconds to first response.-

Enter error rate as errors occur.

9. Enter error order'as errors'occur

10. Enter relevant notes as incidents occur during the test situation.

11 Compute the ID Score by dividing the columr46 total (response latency)_
by the. column 7' total (erronrate). See Appendix

12. Obtain the subject's .birth date from the records and it.

13.. Comiute chronological ages as of the test date.
P

14. Enter the number of years in school (this information, should be
obtained from the record and may not agree h gride placement
due to retention).

Note: Information noted on the ID Score, sheet is considered minimal. The
following specifics are added for explanatory.purposes:

Step

6 Subjective o s atio ISO) may somediy be compiled and correlated in ordi
to_provide portant information about individual, scores and the net-ming
system. SO-, lowever, requires considerable experience with test admin--
-istration t gain the prbficienq that would seem necessary to function
effectively in this.area.

-Although t total nuolber oferrors per item is a consiAerati;rn -- only
the initial response latency Is dscd'in_ID Scoreloimula calculation.
General-examinee respinse latency behavior after- the-initial error
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should acco gly be entered in the Notes column (#10
errors - initial response latency situation exists for
Median split scoring procedure also, and would seem to
gation,

32

Thietotal,
the double
warrant invest--
4

Error order information may be used at -a latter date_t_ o-povide
valuable item Aiscr mination information in the class I measurement
vein.

10 Notes column 10), should include.explanatory and test relevant
behavioral observation data.

11 The ID Score is used to'claSsify subjects as reflective or impulsive.
This score will have little formal ValUe until the test has been
replaced Or revised, and normed accordingly.

12-
,

-14

. Birth data and chronological age information should be obtained from
'-the subject's record. This information may-be used to provide
chronological, age control for later- score analysis.

Years in sChool information is intended, to, cover retentions. Later
analysis:of students` with-ad tional years in-school (retentions) may
provide vanable test perfo ance behavioral performance data for
this Troup.

F
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Name

-Age.

3Age.

Item

Appendix F

4__ID Score Sheet

Respons7 Err-"o

Latency -Rate-

4
Grade

14
Years in School

Date

12
Birih Date

13
Chronological Age

Error ID
11

Order Score _otes
10

:Sample A

Sample B

1. .House 13.5

Noise coming
from cafeteria

2. . Scissors- 10 Said pointed -
didn2t see

one 18.0 0

A. Bear 8.0 5 5,
4, 2

5- Tree, 20.0 1 6

6. Leaf -4.0 2 6

Ca 12.5 0 5,1

Dress 18.0 4 2, 3, 1, 4

Firaf e is.a '2- 6, 2

10. Lamp 10.5 2 1, 6

,11. Boat 15.5 0

_12.- Cowboy 11.0 2, Random
directional

Total 156.0 22 Unclassified
x double-
median

ID Score 7 .09



Note:

Grade
Sex
Subject

Appendix G-

,Suggest,e4 1p Norming.
M rix

Acquisitipn of the following i_

norms: The test to be normed,
taking the norming process.'

1. .X age (total)
2. X age (retentions)

. 3. X age (regulars}

4. X IQ (total
5. X IQ (retentions)
'6. X IQ (regulars)

7.-- Response Time XR (total)
8.. Response Time X R (retentions)
9., Response Time X R (regulars)

10. Error Rate X R (total)
11. Error Rate X R (ret 6itiops)
12. Error Rate X R (regulars)

T3. ID Score Information for 1 - 6
preceding a's, R s, SD's, SEM's)

34

ormation shoUld provide effecti a test
owever, must be sound prior to-p der-

September/february4
1 2 3 4 5

M FMF MF MF ,MF MF
7

M F

suburban subjegts.
rural subjects
inner -city subjects
race
Cross-national plows
retentions

Additional Informatim would be useful. This information Might include re ding
test scores (vocabulary/comprehension/tota9 for the specific' groups obtai ed-
by a concurrent administration, e.g.

a,b
Nodes for a September and"February administration would, greatly improve the
utility of the dita as well as the data interpretability proces. Reliabill-
ties would automatically.follow from such a norming procedure. It appears
that .a- grade level a of approximately 400 subjects (200 boys /200 girls) would
bi necessary to soundly undertake the morming process for a specific popula-
tion segment, such as rural subjects, with a September/February administration.

I
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